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ABSTRACT 

This paper reports on part of a doctoral dissertation research project in information security 

management.  One of the aims of the project is to develop an architectural framework and a 

process model, with supporting methodology that could enable integration of information se-

curity management with enterprise life cycle processes.  Over the years, the focus of informa-

tion security evolved from physical security of computer centers to securing information tech-

nology systems and networks, to securing business information systems.  With the Internet, 

computers can communicate and share information with other computers outside organiza-

tion’s networks.  This meant that the existing security model was inadequate to meet the 

threats and challenges inherent in this new technology infrastructure.  A new approach to in-

formation security management is needed to meet these security challenges.  A meta model 

for the information security management viewpoint, developed in this research, includes vari-

ous meta primitives, namely; business strategy and mission, security management goals and 

objectives, security management system, security management program, information security 

framework, security process improvement model with supporting methodology, and enterprise 

business systems.  The elements of the architecture framework in this research are stake-

holder, principles, purpose, level of abstraction, organization layer, context, representation 

scheme, modeling scheme, standards, and the required technology.  An information security 

management process model in this research consists of four major phases, namely; planning, 

analysis and design, implementation, and operations and a process improvement sub-phase.  

Dissertation research results so far indicate a conceptual model that includes other security 

management models that are beyond the scope of this paper. 

Keywords: information security management, architecture framework, security process mod-

el, security viewpoint, enterprise security, process improvement 

 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Before computer security evolved into its 

various dimensions of today, the primary 

security focus of most organizations was in 

physical protection of their assets.  For or-

ganizations with early computers, this in-

cluded securing and protecting data from 

natural disasters or malicious activities. 

With the advent of the personal computer 

and the internet, security objectives would 

eventually include computer security.  This 

evolution of computer security strategies is 

shown in Table 1. 

Background Theory and Application 

Information security issues affect every as-

pect of an organization’s operations, and this 

is the case for both private and public sector 
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organizations.  Some of the prevailing secu-

rity issues facing organizations include iden-

tity thefts, security of transactions over the 

Internet, viruses, Spyware, security breach-

es of confidential information, securing net-

works and databases, corporate accountabil-

ity through Sarbanes-Oxley Act, internal 

controls through COSO (Committee of Spon-

soring Organizations), information technol-

ogy (IT) governance through COBIT (Control 

Objectives for Information and related Tech-

nologies), etc.  In the enterprise, security 

architectures exist at the operational levels 

for networks, data, databases, applications, 

infrastructure, and web services.  However, 

there is limited or non-existence of informa-

tion security architecture for enterprise se-

curity governance. 

Table 1 Evolution of Computer Security 

Strategies 

Time Frame
State of 
Affairs

General 
Location of 
Computers

Security 
Objective

Security/Strategy 
Methodology

Up to early 
1980s

Computers used 
throughout the 
enterprise 
(Distributed use of 
computers)

Early 2000s 
to Present

Computers used 
simply as business 
tools to automate 
business processes

Computers 
located in 
computer centers

Securing 
compute
r centers

Accomplished 
through 
physical 
security

Up to early 
1990s

Computers 
located 
throughout the 
organization

Securing IT 
systems and 
networks

Through 
software 
residing on IT 
systems

IT systems 
supporting 
information as 
business assets

Computers 
located within 
and outside the 
enterprise

Securing 
business 
information 
systems

Through 
information 
security 
management

**  (Developed from Vermeulen and von Solms, 2002)  

Over the years, the focus of information se-

curity has evolved from the physical security 

of computer centers to securing information 

technology systems and networks, to secur-

ing business information systems.  Com-

puter centers have since evolved into data 

centers that house several servers and data-

bases.  These databases contain data and 

information that is critical to the enterprise 

economic survival and profitability.  Over 

time, computer architecture evolved from 

stand-alone environments to networked sys-

tems.  Prior to this, communication between 

computers was practically non-existent.  The 

advent of networked computer systems ush-

ered in a new era in computer communica-

tions. 

The proliferation of computer networks and 

the advent of the Internet added another 

dimension to information security.  With the 

Internet, computers can communicate and 

share information with other computers out-

side an organization’s networks and beyond 

their computer center.  This new mode of 

communication meant that the existing se-

curity model was inadequate to meet the 

threats and challenges inherent in this new 

technology infrastructure.  A new model of 

information security management is needed 

to meet the security challenges presented in 

this new environment.  The objective of the 

new model would be the protection of busi-

ness information systems in the enterprise, 

and securing the business operations envi-

ronment.  Part of meeting this new challenge 

would also include the resurrection of risk 

management as an important component of 

information security management. 

What is information security?  A broad defi-

nition of information security is given in 

ISO/IEC 17799 standard as: 

The preservation of confidentiality (ensur-

ing that information is accessible only to 

those authorized to have access), integ-

rity (safeguarding the accuracy and com-

pleteness of information and processing 

methods), and availability (ensuring that 

authorized users have access to informa-

tion and associated assets when required 

(ISO/IEC 17799, 2000, p. viii). 

Some authors, like Hong, Chi, Chao, and 

Tang (2003), see information security as the 

“application of any technical methods and 

managerial processes on the information 

resources (hardware, software, and data) in 

order to keep organizational assets and per-

sonal privacy protected” (Hong et al, 2003, 

p. 243).  Information security is concerned 

with protecting and securing enterprise in-

formation resources. 

What is information security management in 

the enterprise context?  Vermeulen and Von 

Solms (2002) define information security 

management in terms of an architectural 

framework.  They contend, “information se-

curity management refers to the structured 

process for implementation and ongoing 

management of information security in an 

organization” (Vermeulen and Von Solms, 

2002, p. 120).  To put their definition in con-

text, architectural framework may be looked 

at as “…a set of tools, methods, processes, 

and vocabulary that can be used for devel-

oping a broad range of different IT (informa-

tion technology) architectures…”  (Perks and 

Beveridge, 2003, p. 437).  Of course, the 

range of architectures would include infor-

mation security management.  On the other 
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hand, Perks and Beveridge (2003) consider 

framework as “…a reasoned, cohesive, 

adaptable, vendor-independent, domain-

neutral, and scalable conceptual foundation 

for detailed architecture representation” 

(Perks and Beveridge, 2003, p. 77 and p. 

437).  An architectural framework then, is 

an important mechanism in developing ar-

chitectural descriptions. 

Rungta, Raman, Kohlenberger, Li, Dave, and 

Kime (2004) argued in favor of a new ap-

proach to managing information security in 

the enterprise.  As IT security evolved over 

the years, enterprise security strategies 

tended to focus on the perimeter of controls 

and risk reduction within the enterprise net-

work system.  But, with the increased inter-

action between multiple computers within 

the enterprise, across organizations, and 

across several geographical boundaries, the 

study concluded that it was necessary to 

develop security management strategies to 

reflect the new technology infrastructure, 

and that existing policies and management 

framework for enterprise security manage-

ment are inadequate (Rungta et al, 2004, p. 

304). 

As these events unfolded, it seemed that 

most of the efforts to manage information 

security were focused on the technical and 

operational levels.  Even at these levels, 

there seemed to be an absence of a formal 

framework or methodology for managing 

information security.  Some authors have 

attempted to provide some reasons for the 

absence of a methodology.  Hong et al 

(2003) suggested that one of the reasons 

might be a lack of a theoretical framework 

for the management of information security 

in the enterprise.  Specifically, they ob-

served that, 

Because of the lack of an information se-

curity management theory, there are few 

empirical studies conducted to examine 

the effectiveness of management strate-

gies and tools (Hong et al, 2003, p. 243). 

By implication, this also means an absence 

of guiding principles for information security 

management.  Hong et al (2003) suggested 

that one of the reasons for a lack of theo-

retical framework in information security 

management could be due to inconsistent 

security policy theories.  They observed, 

“…there is no consistent security policy the-

ory so far…”  (Hong et al, 2003, p. 244).  To 

support this observation, the authors 

pointed to three different perspectives on 

information security policy theory.  In the 

first example, Hong et al (2003) referred to 

Kabay’s (1996) policy theory perspective 

that: 

… the establishment of information secu-

rity policy should include five procedures, 

which are to assess and persuade top 

management, to analyze information se-

curity requirements, to form and draft 

policy, to implement the policy, and to 

maintain the policy (Hong et al, 2003, p. 

244). 

In the second example, Hong et al (2003) 

referred to Rees, Bandyopadhyay, and Spaf-

ford (2003) perspective on information secu-

rity policy framework theory. 

The information security policy life cycle 

proposed by Rees addressed four parts, 

namely policy assessment, risk assessment, 

policy development, and requirements defi-

nition, and review trends and operations 

management (Hong et al, 2003, p. 244). 

In the third example, Hong et al (2003) pre-

sented yet another policy theory perspective 

by Flynn (2001) stating that: 

The e-policy proposed by Flynn (2001) 

covers comprehensive e-audit, e-risk 

management policy, computer security 

policy, cyber insurance policy, e-mail pol-

icy, Internet policy, and software policy 

(Hong et al, 2003, p. 244). 

It would seem then that information security 

management has not reached the maturity 

level in the enterprise, which could make it a 

repeatable management process.  This lack 

of repeatability as a management process, 

plus the need to meet security challenges 

presented in the evolving technology envi-

ronment, has motivated the focal area of 

this research in information security man-

agement. 

Focal Theory and Application 

Information security management could also 

be looked at in terms of architectural view-

point.  The Open Group (2006) defines a 

viewpoint, also known as a metaview, as: 

A specification of the conventions for con-

structing and using a view.  A metaview 

acts as a pattern or template of the view, 
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from which to develop individual views.  A 

metaview establishes the purpose and 

audience for a view, the ways in which 

the view is documented (e.g., for visual 

modeling), and the ways in which it is 

used (e.g., for analysis) (The Open 

Group, 2006, p. 438). 

A view is defined as “…a representation of a 

whole system from the perspective of a re-

lated set of concerns” (The Open Group, 

2006, p. 438).  The various security view-

points in the enterprise are physical security, 

data security, information security, applica-

tion security, and infrastructure security.  

Enterprise refers to the highest level in an 

organization, and includes organizational 

goals and objectives, mission, vision, busi-

ness strategies, and all organization func-

tions and activities. 

Information security management in the en-

terprise may be viewed at three main levels, 

namely strategic, tactical, and operational.  

These three levels correspond to the types 

of security issues that are of concern to sen-

ior management, including the general na-

ture of expertise required to manage secu-

rity, at that level (Belsis, Kokolakis, and 

Kiountouzis, 2005, p. 193).  The motivators 

or information requirement, for security 

management are that it should be policy-

driven (strategic level), guideline-driven 

(tactical level), and measures-driven (opera-

tional level). 

Figure 1 Organizational Levels of 

Information Security Management 

 

Strategic Security 
Management

Operational 

Security 
Management

Tactical Security 

Management

. Goals

. Objectives
. Governance
. Architecture

. Policy

. Program Development

. Process Development
. Process Methodology

. Standards
. Benchmarks
. Procedures

. Security Technology
. Security Tools

. Operations and Administration for
- Physical Security
- Network Security

- Data Security
- Application Security

- Infrastructure Security

Information requirement
- Guideline-driven

Information 
requirement

- Measures-driven

Information requirement
- Policy-driven

 
 

Other distinguishing factors between the 

different organizational levels of security 

management are that strategic level affects 

corporate strategy, tactical level relates to 

processes and methodologies used to man-

age security, and at the operational level, 

the installation, and operation of security 

tools and measures are prominent (Belsis et 

al, 2005, p. 193).  It would seem that the 

focus of information security management 

activities in the past have been at the opera-

tional level.  Slewe and Hoogenboom (2004) 

alluded to this when they noted “...for secu-

rity measures the focus is often on logical 

and technical measures…”  (Slewe and Hoo-

genboom, 2004, p. 60).  This concept of or-

ganization level of security management is 

shown in Figure 1. 

Information security could be managed ef-

fectively, in the enterprise, using an archi-

tectural approach.  Using this approach 

would require that information security be 

managed along side other architectures in 

the enterprise, such as business, informa-

tion, application, and infrastructure architec-

tures.  Others, like IEEE 1471 (2000), define 

architecture as, 

The fundamental organization of a sys-

tem, embodied in its components, their 

relationships to each other and the envi-

ronment, and the principles governing its 

design and evolution (IEEE 1471-2000). 

The Open Group (2006) defines architecture 

as: 

1. A formal description of a system or de-

tailed plan of a system at component 

level to guide its implementation, and 

2. The structure of components, their inter-

relationships, and the principles and 

guidelines governing their design and 

evolution over time (The Open Group, 

2006, p. 430). 

Perks and Beveridge (2003) define architec-

ture as, 

…a pragmatic, coherent structuring of a 

collection of components that through 

these factors supports the vision of the 

full user in an elegant way (Perks and 

Beveridge, 2003, p. 435). 

In addition, Schekkerman (2004) defines 

architecture as, 

…the structure of elements, their interre-

lationships and the principles and guide-

c© 2008 EDSIG http://isedj.org/6/31/ March 10, 2008
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lines governing their design and evolution 

over time (Schekkerman, 2004, p. 22). 

On the other hand, Morrogh (2003) defines 

information architecture as, 

…primarily about the design of informa-

tion environments and the management 

of an information environment design 

process (Morrogh, 2003, p. 6). 

Information security architecture, involves 

the pragmatic and structured design of in-

formation environments, which enable the 

management of information security in a 

coherent manner. 

Purpose of Research 

The intent of this research is to examine in-

formation security management in the en-

terprise.  It will attempt to determine how 

information security management could be 

enhanced as a structured and repeatable 

management process.  The research also 

aims to develop an appropriate framework 

and methodology, which could enable inte-

gration of information security management 

with other enterprise business processes. 

The results of the research would be impor-

tant to any organization with a need for a 

secure business environment.  The research 

results will also be important to individuals 

responsible for managing information secu-

rity in their organizations, as wells as to sen-

ior executives and members of corporate 

boards of directors, because of their in-

creased statutory responsibilities to secure 

various types of information in their organi-

zations (Nnolim and Steenkamp, 2007). 

Research Problem 

There is a lack of a comprehensive frame-

work, supporting process model, and meth-

odology that can enable an enterprise to 

implement and effectively manage informa-

tion security. 

Scope of Research 

This research project is limited to examining 

information security viewpoint in the context 

of enterprise security domain shown in Fig-

ure 2.  A cursory review of the composite 

enterprise security viewpoint shown in Fig-

ure 3, was undertaken, the purpose of which 

was to present the research findings in the 

appropriate context. 

Figure 2  Enterprise Security Domain 

Enterprise Security 
Domain

Physical 
Domain

Data 
Domain

Business 
Domain

Application 
Domain

Technology 
Domain

 

Figure 3  Composite Enterprise Security 
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Research Questions 

Related to the research problem statement 

are the following research questions.  These 

questions cover important aspects of infor-

mation security management, i.e. principles, 

policy framework, integration with manage-

ment processes, and its significance to en-

terprise planning process. 

Question 1: 

What are the underlining principles influ-

encing the transition of information secu-

rity, from a traditional IT environment of 

managing data and application security, 

to managing information security as an 

integrated component of the enterprise 

business strategy and management proc-

ess? 

Question 2: 

How can an enterprise security framework 

facilitate the effective management of in-

formation security? 

Question 3: 

How can information security manage-

ment become a significant element of the 

enterprise strategic planning model? 

Research Proposition 

This research is based on the following prop-

ositions: 

1. Enterprise information security can be 

managed effectively using a framework-

based approach and supporting method-

ology. 
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2. Information security management could 

be a structured and repeatable man-

agement process if a systematic ap-

proach is followed to its implementation. 

2.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

The literature review for the main doctoral 

dissertation research project is extensive.  

However, due to page limitations for this 

paper, an abbreviated version of the litera-

ture review is reported here. 

Background Theory and Application 

Security Control Model 

In any security environment, one of the 

main concerns of security professionals is 

awareness of all possible security loopholes 

that may exist.  The intent, generally, is to 

implement adequate controls to cover such 

loopholes.  van der Haar and von Solms 

(2003) propose a model, Information Secu-

rity Control Attribute Profile (ISCAP), which 

could provide this solution.  The rationale of 

this model is that organizational properties 

tend to determine an organization’s security 

goals/levels (van der Haar and von Solms, 

2003, p. 235).  In other words, the informa-

tion security goals of an enterprise should be 

aligned with enterprise business strategies.  

Examples of organizational properties are 

industry type, business culture, purpose of 

the business, etc.  These properties would 

necessitate the security goals and level of 

security required in the organization.  Exam-

ples of security goals could be high level of 

system reliability, medium level of confiden-

tiality, etc. 

In the security control model, control attrib-

utes are first determined using prescribed 

standards, for example ISO/IEC 17799, BS 

7799, etc. as inputs to the process.  Next, 

organizational properties are aligned to the 

security goals/levels.  Security goals/levels 

are then aligned with the stated control at-

tributes.  Finally, organizational properties 

are used to identify the applicable required 

control attributes.  The difference between 

ISCAP and risk management models, as 

tools for information security management, 

is that ISCAP uses a top-down approach, 

while risk management models use a bot-

tom-up approach.  Overall, it is important to 

have a formal process for determining secu-

rity goals and objectives. 

Process Model Theory 

Although the issues of enterprise modeling 

techniques mentioned in the study by Dalal, 

Kamath, Kolarik, and Sivaraman, (2004) is 

focused on enterprise resource planning 

(ERP) systems, most of the issues are appli-

cable to information security management.  

For example, a need for a theory base, a 

need for new process modeling semantics 

that are explicit enough to reflect the con-

cept of cost and time, and a need to link 

business and technical processes (Dalal et 

al, 2004, p. 85) are all applicable to informa-

tion security management.  Similarly, it is 

necessary to link information security pro-

gram to overall business strategy.  It is gen-

erally understood that a theoretical base 

usually creates good foundations for formal 

analysis, whether it is ERP systems or infor-

mation security management.  By implica-

tion, there is the need for a comprehensive 

theoretical foundation for the design and 

development of information security man-

agement models.  This is part of the motiva-

tion for the research problem. 

Socio-ethical Framework 

In their study, Trompeter and Eloff (2001) 

discuss ethics in IT and argue that it is a 

fundamental component of information secu-

rity management.  It makes the point that, 

in the past, most security management ef-

forts were focused on technical solutions.  

However, as information security manage-

ment becomes increasingly seen as a busi-

ness issue, managing ethics also has be-

come just as important.  It is in this context 

that a framework to implement socio-ethical 

controls in information security management 

is being proposed.  The proposed framework 

would link security policy to socio-ethical 

issues. 

Socio-ethical information security awareness 

is defined as the “conforming of an organiza-

tion to recognized information security ethi-

cal principles” (Trompeter and Eloff, 2001, p. 

386).  Employees would therefore be re-

quired to conform to a standardized and 

recognized code of ethical behavior in the 

organizational environment.  The model, as 

described by the study, would represent lay-

ers of building blocks, namely e-business 

(foundation block), technical services, base-

line standards, adherence to law, socio-

ethical information security awareness, and 
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security policies and procedures.  These 

would culminate eventually to information 

security management.  It is possible that 

using a framework to implement socio-

ethical controls will increase the level of in-

formation security awareness among em-

ployees. 

Focal Theory and Application 

Process Model 

Enterprise architecture could be used to in-

tegrate the various processes within the or-

ganization.  As generally understood, busi-

ness processes tend to focus on individual 

processes with no enterprise perspective.  

Anaya and Ortiz (2005) define enterprise 

architecture as “a set of descriptive repre-

sentations (i.e. models) that are relevant for 

describing an enterprise such that it can be 

produced to management’s requirements 

and maintained over the period of its useful 

life” (Anaya and Ortiz, 2005, p. 25).  If this 

definition of architecture is applied to infor-

mation security management, it is possible 

then to develop a set of process models for 

information security management that are 

adaptable to different management’s re-

quirements. 

To achieve this goal, organizations may have 

to make the transition from their present 

organizational structures to a different one 

that would utilize a value-chain approach to 

business processes.  The conclusion that can 

be derived from their study is that enterprise 

architecture could be used to identify organ-

izational integration problem, and at the 

same time use it to manage enterprise proc-

esses.  In this respect, enterprise architec-

ture will be a useful tool for information se-

curity management process. 

Multi-level Architecture 

In this study, Duflos (2002) describes the 

use of multi-level architecture to manage 

security for distributed multimedia services 

using policies.  The three levels of architec-

ture described are network management, 

middleware management, and service man-

agement (Duflos, 2002, p. 654).  This reit-

erates the point made earlier by Anaya and 

Ortiz (2005) regarding the use of enterprise 

architectures as management tools.  These 

three levels of security architecture de-

scribed in the study could be analogous to 

the three organizational levels of information 

security management i.e. strategic, tactical, 

and operational.  Therefore, in developing 

any enterprise architecture, the three organ-

izational levels of information security man-

agement would have to be prominent. 

Process-centric Approach 

As more organizations adapt from depart-

ment structures to a process-centric ap-

proach to business process, the need to 

align IT strategies, including information se-

curity management, with the business strat-

egies becomes important.  Brown and Ross 

(2003) discuss the need to design IT organi-

zations that could support these process-

centric entities.  Some organizational initia-

tives often result in implementation of com-

mon enterprise level process.  At other 

times, organizations integrate various proc-

esses by cross-function, or globalization, or 

through business restructuring (Brown and 

Ross 2003, p. 36).  This cross-function inte-

gration often presents opportunities to inte-

grate information security management with 

new processes.  For example, in a cross-

function integration, information security 

enterprise architecture can act as an enabler 

for better management of a new process, as 

information security management becomes 

an integral part of overall enterprise busi-

ness strategy. 

Organizational Factors 

Chang and Ho (2006) developed four null 

hypotheses in an attempt to determine the 

impact of organizational factors on the effec-

tiveness of implementing an information se-

curity management standard.  The hypothe-

ses used four organizational factors as posi-

tive determinants of information security 

management, namely IT competence of 

business managers (H1), environmental fac-

tors (H2), industry type (H3), and organiza-

tion size (H4).  Using quantitative tech-

niques, the study was able to provide evi-

dence to accept all four hypotheses, i.e. the 

four organizational factors had significant 

impact on the effectiveness of implementa-

tion of information security management 

standard (Chang and Ho, 2006, p. 356). 

Other issues that came out of their study 

were that security problems are caused by 

human errors, and that training and manag-

ing individuals on security matters is an im-

portant part of information security man-

agement (Chang and Ho, 2006, p. 346).  
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This seems to echo the point made by 

Campbell (2006), regarding the role of hu-

man behavior in information security man-

agement.  The study also points out that 

information security is not only a technical 

issue, but a management and business issue 

as well.  The study also argued that in addi-

tion to standards, methodology is also an 

important aspect of information security 

management (Chang and Ho, 2006, p. 347). 

3.  RESEARCH DESIGN AND 
PROCEDURES 

The research design was impacted by the 

findings of the literature review.  As noted 

earlier, due to page limitations for this pa-

per, the literature review reported in Section 

2 is an abbreviated version of the compre-

hensive literature review conducted for this 

research. 

Research Methodology 

The research approach followed in this re-

search is mixed methods since this is a 

problem-centered research.  The strategy of 

inquiry for this approach is concurrent pro-

cedures.  Concurrent procedures strategy is 

defined as situations “… in which the re-

searcher converges quantitative and qualita-

tive data in order to provide a comprehen-

sive analysis of the research problem” 

(Creswell, 2003, p. 16).  The rationale for 

selecting mixed methods design is to get a 

better understanding of the problem identi-

fied in this research.  The mixed methods 

approach would allow for both text and sta-

tistical analyses of data, and would permit 

more flexibility when designing questions for 

survey interviews, i.e. both open- and close-

ended questions (Creswell, 2003, p. 17).  In 

this research, the survey design for the in-

terview included both open- and close-ended 

questions. 

The knowledge claim position for this re-

search is pragmatism.  Creswell (2003) 

noted that some of the characteristics of 

pragmatism knowledge claims are problem-

centered, consequences of actions, real-

world practice oriented, and pluralistic 

(Creswell, 2003, p. 6).  These characteristics 

fit within the scope of this research. 

In summary, the methods adopted for this 

research includes the following:  

1. Conducted a review of literature in en-

terprise security, that includes an in-

depth review of literature in information 

security management viewpoint, and 

perform a comprehensive analysis of lit-

erature on information security man-

agement. 

2. Developed a conceptual model of a solu-

tion to the information security man-

agement problem stated in the research 

proposal, i.e. the lack of a comprehen-

sive framework, supporting process 

model, and methodology that can enable 

an enterprise to implement and effec-

tively manage information security. 

3. Demonstrated the conceptual model of 

the solution to the research problem by 

the following means: 

a. Conducted in-depth structured inter-

views of senior executives, with de-

cision-making responsibilities for se-

curity management in their organi-

zations, using a set of interview 

questions that were derived from the 

draft conceptual model. 

b. Presented summary of a draft con-

ceptual model, at national and inter-

national professional and academic 

conferences, for review by group of 

peers, academics, security manage-

ment professionals, managers, and 

senior executives from various in-

dustries. 

c. Outlined how the conceptual model 

of the solution could be implemented 

in an organization. 

The research process model used for this 

research is shown in Appendix A, and it out-

lines the various activities, timelines, and 

expected deliverables. 

Technologies and Management Concepts 

Used in this Research 

Various office, application, and communica-

tion technologies were used throughout this 

research project.  These tools and technolo-

gies were used effectively in this research 

project because of the knowledge and skills 

gained from several years experience using 

the tools and technologies.  Some of the 

tools and technologies include: 
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� Microsoft office tools and technologies, 
e.g. picture manager, document scanner, 

document imaging, graphics, etc. 

� Microsoft Office Suite of applications, i.e. 
Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Visio, Project, 

Outlook, Publisher, etc. 

� ProVision by Metastorm for process de-

sign, process modeling, information archi-

tecture, meta modeling, etc. 

� Internet technologies, i.e. browsers, 

search engines, multi-media tools, etc. 

The knowledge and skills gained from own 

experience in various management con-

cepts, were applied throughout this research 

project.  Some of these skills and knowledge 

are in the following areas: 

� Project management. 

� Process analysis; process design; process 
modeling. 

� Information architecture; process archi-

tecture. 

� Business ethics; conflict management. 

� Strategic planning. 

Data Collection and Analysis 

Methodology 

Interviews were conducted in this research.  

The intent was to gather data through in-

depth structured interviews, with five infor-

mation security decision makers from differ-

ent organizations in different industries.  

Thirteen organizations were solicited for par-

ticipation in the interview, but only five ac-

cepted.  Of those that declined to partici-

pate, the most cited reason was an unwill-

ingness to discuss their organization’s secu-

rity matters with a researcher. 

The population for the research interview is 

potentially infinite, because it includes all 

public and private organizations of all sizes 

that have a need for a secure operating en-

vironment.  Because of the potential popula-

tion size, the sampling method used for the 

interview is purposive sampling and as such, 

it is a non-probability sampling.  Purposive 

sampling refers to situations where partici-

pants are selected based on their “… special-

ized insight or special perspective, experi-

ence, characteristic, or condition that we 

wish to understand” (Yegidis and Weinbach, 

1996, p. 122).  Participants for the research 

interviews are individuals with specialized 

insight on security management issues.  

They possess the experience and perspective 

in information security management that 

this research wishes to understand.  Given 

the security management experience and 

background of potential interviewees, pur-

posive sampling method seems the most 

logical choice for data collection in this re-

search. 

Using a statistically significant sample for 

this survey interview would not be feasible 

or practical.  The nature of the research sub-

ject matter, i.e. information security, could 

cause potential organizations included in a 

statistically significant sample to be unwilling 

to participate in the survey.  This action 

alone has the potential to distort any results 

derived from using such a statistically sig-

nificant sample.  In addition, those organiza-

tions that would participate, because they 

are included in the statistically significant 

sample, may not be willing to discuss their 

security issues with a researcher in a candid 

manner.  These potential actions were evi-

dent from the reasons given by majority of 

the eight organizations that were solicited 

but declined to participate in the structured 

interviews. 

The interview document, shown in Appendix 

E, includes 59 questions, classified into eight 

groups, as follows: 

A. Security Management Program (9 ques-

tions). 

B. Security Governance (8 questions). 

C. Risk Management (7 questions) 

D. Security Policy (8 questions). 

E. Security Management System (9 ques-

tions). 

F. Infrastructure (6 questions). 

G. Technology (8 questions). 

H. Outcomes (4 questions). 

These groups were identified based on in-

sights gained from own professional experi-

ence, analysis of the literature on the back-

ground and focal theories, and their applica-

tion in the field of information security man-

agement.  A draft conceptual model of the 

solution to the research problem, developed 

as a result of all of the above experiences, 
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formed the basis for developing interview 

questions. 

The scale of measurement for the interviews 

was explicit answers, and some “yes” or 

“no” answers.  The questions were electroni-

cally mailed to interviewees approximately 

one week before their scheduled interview 

date.  The average time for the interviews 

was 75 minutes.  All interviews were con-

ducted face-to-face, in person, at the inter-

viewees’ site of business. 

Generally, one of the data analysis method-

ologies for concurrent procedures strategy is 

data transformation.  That means quantify-

ing qualitative data, i.e. creating themes 

qualitatively from collected interviews data, 

tallying the number of occurrences of the 

themes in the collected data, and using the 

themes to report analysis of the data.  

Creswell (2003) noted that quantification of 

qualitative data enables a researcher to 

compare quantitative results with qualitative 

data (Creswell, 2003, p. 221).  This research 

used the data transformation methodology 

to analyze interview data.  One of the eight 

primary strategies suggested by Creswell 

(2003) for checking the accuracy and valid-

ity of findings is the use of rich, thick de-

scriptions to convey the findings (Creswell, 

2003, p. 196).  In this research, the strategy 

was to develop a detailed description of in-

terview findings, and feedback from peer 

reviews. 

Limitations of Research Design 

Because of the nature of the subject matter 

of information security, and based on own 

experience most organizations are unwilling 

to discuss their security issues with a re-

searcher in a candid manner.  In fact some 

organizations declined to participate in the 

interviews. 

It is neither feasible nor practical to use an 

actual organization to demonstrate the con-

ceptual model of the solution, for a number 

of reasons.  One is that even if an organiza-

tion were to volunteer and participate, it 

would be several years before accurate data 

for analysis may be obtained.  This could be 

an area for a future research project.  Most 

organizations would not be prepared to in-

vest resources to test theoretical concepts.  

In addition, the researcher would not have 

any input or control on the learning curves 

for all that would be involved. 

4.  RESEARCH FINDINGS 

The doctoral dissertation research findings 

are classified into two major areas, namely; 

findings from the interviews, and findings 

from other research activities.  Interview 

findings provided insight into how informa-

tion security is managed in those organiza-

tions that participated in the research.  Find-

ings from other research activities clarified 

current issues in information security man-

agement. 

Interview findings are described in terms of 

tables and charts, and are structured similar 

to the interview question groups, as follows: 

� Information Security Management Pro-

gram. 

� Security Governance. 

� Security Risk Management. 

� Security Policy and Planning. 

� Security Management System. 

� Infrastructure. 

� Technology. 

� Outcomes (Security Environment). 

� Miscellaneous. 

Details of the interview findings will be pre-

sented at the conference. 

During the interviews, it was observed that 

there were several variables in the man-

agement of information security in the en-

terprise.  On further discussions with inter-

viewees, additional insight was gained on 

how these variables affected information 

security management in the enterprise.  Us-

ing this insight and own professional experi-

ence, these variables were classified accord-

ing to how they affect security management, 

namely: dependent, independent, and inter-

vening or mediating variables.  These vari-

ables are shown in Table 2. 

Additional research findings emanated from 

an analysis of current trends and issues in 

security management; review of legislative 

and regulatory issues pertaining to informa-

tion security; and peer reviews feedback at 

the three conference presentations. 
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Table 2  Dependent, Independent, and  In-
tervening Variables 

Dependent 

Variables

Independent 
Variables

Intervening or 
Mediating Variables

Security management  
strategy.

Security management 
framework.

Security management 
system.

Security management 
process methodology.

Security plan.

Security policy.

Security training and 
awareness.

Security management 
program.

Security architecture.

Security management 
capability.

Organization’s 
industry.

Existing 
infrastructure.

Organization 
hierarchical structure.

Enterprise strategic 
plan.

Organization’s goals 
and objectives.

Business strategy/
mission.

Stakeholder.

Existing technology.

Available resources.

Regulatory 
requirements.

Organization’s existing 
governance model.

Compliance strategy.

Enterprise life cycle 
process models.

Existing security tools.

Business systems 
architecture.

 

One of these findings relate to security 

breaches.  In the past two years, there have 

been a series of widely publicized security 

breaches in various organizations, including 

the government.  During this period, the 

total number of records containing sensitive 

personal information involved in reported 

security breaches is 158,051,696 (Privacy 

Rights Clearinghouse, 2007).  Privacy Rights 

Clearing House (2007) maintains a complete 

list of all reported security breaches for the 

period 2005 to 2007 (Privacy Rights Clearing 

House, 2007). 

Also, a study, named “The State of Informa-

tion Security 2006” conducted by CIO, CSO, 

and PricewaterhouseCoopers, was reviewed 

because of its relevance to this research.  

Some of the findings in the study are similar 

to those in this research interviews, and are 

referenced in the detail interview findings 

reported in the main dissertation report.  

Some of these will be presented at the con-

ference.  The state of information security 

study was a survey of 7,791 executives, 

senior managers, IT, and security profes-

sionals from more than 50 countries.  It has 

a margin of error of  1% (CIO, CSO, and 

PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2006, p. 3). 

The draft conceptual model was later refined 

based on own professional experience, the 

insights gained from analysis of literature on 

the background and focal theories, and their 

application in information security manage-

ment, analysis of interview findings, and 

from research activities at this stage of the 

research.  The outcome is a proposed con-

ceptual model of the solution, which is a 

comprehensive information security man-

agement approach that comprises various 

components.  Components of the conceptual 

model of the solution that are within the 

scope of this paper are: 

� Information security management meta 

model. 

� Information security framework. 

� Information security management process 

model. 

Information Security Management Meta 

Model 

A meta model, developed in this research, 

for the information security management 

viewpoint includes various components.  De-

tails of the meta model will be presented at 

the conference.  Some elements (the meta 

primitives) of the meta model are business 

strategy and mission, security management 

goals and objectives, security management 

system, security management program, in-

formation security framework, process im-

provement model with supporting methodol-

ogy, and enterprise business systems (Nno-

lim and Steenkamp, 2007).  A partial meta 

model of the information security manage-

ment meta model is shown in Appendix B. 

Information Security Framework 

Based on own professional experience, in-

sights gained from the analysis of literature 

on various architecture frameworks such as 

DMIT framework, TOGAF, Zachman, The 

Index Model, etc., and discussions with Dis-

sertation Committee Supervisor, an informa-

tion security framework was developed in 

this research. 

As with architecture definitions, there are 

various but similar definitions of architecture 

framework.  Perks and Beveridge (2003) 

views architecture framework as, 

…a reasoned, cohesive, adaptable, ven-

dor-independent, technology-

independent, domain-neutral, and scal-

able conceptual foundation for detailed 

architecture representation (Perks and 

Beveridge, 2003, p. 77). 

The Open Group proposes the following ex-

pectations that an architecture framework 

should be able to meet, i.e. 
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1. It (architecture framework) should de-

scribe a method for designing an infor-

mation system in terms of a set of build-

ing blocks, and for showing how the 

building blocks fit together. 

2. It should contain a set of tools and pro-

vide a common vocabulary. 

3. It should also include a list of recom-

mended standards and compliant prod-

ucts that can be used to implement the 

building blocks (The Open Group, 2006, 

p. 4). 

In adopting an architecture framework in 

this research, for the information security 

viewpoint, some of the above issues were 

taken into consideration.  While there are 

several architecture frameworks in use to-

day, some like Boar (1999) and The Open 

Group (2000) have a focus on technical IT 

architectures.  At Lawrence Technological 

University’s Doctoral program, some earlier 

work on enterprise architectures adopted the 

Index Model.  Based on that experience, an 

architecture framework for information secu-

rity viewpoint that was adopted for this re-

search is the DMIT framework (Steenkamp, 

2006). 

An architecture framework is an important 

mechanism in developing architectural de-

scriptions, and The Open Group (2006) 

views an architectural framework as a tool 

that may be used for developing a broad 

range of different architectures (The Open 

Group, 2006, p.4).  Details of the informa-

tion security framework will be presented at 

the conference.  The important elements of 

this framework are stakeholder, principles, 

purpose, level of abstraction, organization 

layer, context, representation scheme, mod-

eling scheme, standards, and required tech-

nology (Nnolim, 2007) 

Information Security Management Process 

Model 

The information security management proc-

ess model, shown in Appendix C, consists of 

four major phases, namely; planning, analy-

sis and design, implementation, and opera-

tions, and a process improvement sub-

phase.  The sub-phase occurs if the objec-

tive of the security management initiative is 

only to improve a specific security manage-

ment process or activity. 

In Appendix C, the security management 

process starts in the planning phase.  In this 

phase, if the aim of the project is security 

process improvement then the next step 

would be the process improvement sub-

phase.  If additional analysis is required be-

fore proceeding with the process improve-

ment, then the next step would be the anal-

ysis and design phase.  On the other hand, if 

no security process improvement is re-

quired, the next stage, from the planning 

phase, would be analysis and design. 

In the analysis and design phase, new secu-

rity processes are introduced, existing ones 

are refined, and those needing improve-

ments are enhanced.  If the aim of the pro-

ject is process improvement, the next step 

would be the process improvement sub-

phase.  Otherwise, the next step is imple-

mentation.  New or enhanced security proc-

esses are implemented in this phase.  It is 

important that implementation plans are 

integrated with other business processes, 

and consistent with organization’s business 

strategies.  From the implementation phase, 

there is transition to the operations phase.  

The operations phase consists of mainte-

nance activities with feedback and links to 

other phases of the process model as well as 

other enterprise life cycle processes. 

The information security management proc-

ess model has a supporting methodology.  

This methodology shows how the security 

management process model could be im-

plemented in an organization.  The process 

methodology consists of 13 elements for 

each phase of the security management 

process model, except for the process im-

provement sub-phase.  Appendix D shows 

the different phase elements of the process 

methodology.  The process improvement 

sub-phase would use the appropriate meth-

odology from any of the four phases de-

pending on specific process improvement 

objectives.  The elements may differ in each 

phase, but each has supporting methods, 

models or tools, and outputs or deliverables 

are produced for each phase element. 

Details of the how the information security 

management process model, with the sup-

porting process methodology, could be im-

plemented in an organization are discussed 

in the main doctoral dissertation.  Some of 

these details will be presented at the confer-

ence. 
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5.  CONCLUSION 

The findings of the research interviews show 

that current information security manage-

ment in some of the participating organiza-

tions, generally lack a formalized compre-

hensive framework-based approach.  This 

seemed to have an adverse effect on the 

effective management of information secu-

rity in those organizations.  Results of the 

State of Information Security Study 2006 

(CIO, CSO, and PricewaterhouseCoopers, 

2006), provides support that information 

security management in organizations still 

lacks a formalized approach. 

Discussion on the conceptual model of the 

solution to the research problem is beyond 

the scope of this paper.  However, in the 

main dissertation research it was shown how 

enterprise security framework can facilitate 

effective management of information secu-

rity.  Information security architecture 

framework, developed as part of the concep-

tual model, is the tool used to develop archi-

tectural descriptions of security management 

viewpoint. 

Information security is still a maturing disci-

pline, and the management of information 

security is still evolving as a process.  Fur-

ther more, research findings seem to show 

that there is a need for a formal and sys-

tematic approach to managing information 

security in the enterprise.  For example, in 

the interview findings, four out of five of the 

interviewees indicated that they would pre-

fer a formal security management program 

in their organizations.  Part of this formal 

approach to information security manage-

ment includes: 

� Information security management meta 

model. 

� Information security framework. 

� Information security management process 

model, with supporting methodology. 

6.  AREAS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

Some aspects of information security man-

agement that are beyond the scope of the 

main dissertation research project are rec-

ommended for future research.  These are: 

� Determine whether there is a link be-

tween lack of formalized approach to in-

formation security management and a 

high probability of security breach in an 

organization. 

� Look into how to measure security man-

agement effectiveness in the context of 

organization security strategy, and de-

velop metrics to be used against security 

goals, and objectives. 

� Determine a process and methodology to 

integrate information security governance 

architecture with existing corporate gov-

ernance structures. 
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APPENDIX A 

RESEARCH PROCESS MODEL 

Choose 
Area of 
Study

Perform Problem 
Analysis,

Preliminary 
Literature Review 

Identify 
Research 
Problem

Define Research 
Focus,

Goal, Objectives 

Define Research 
Problem, Scope, 

Questions, 
Propositions

RESEARCH 
PLANNING: 

Problem 
Identification 

Adopt 
Research 
Approach 

Design Method 
of Investigation:

Methods, and 
Techniques

Develop 
Proposal: 
Potential 

Outcomes

Plan Research 
Schedule,  

Draft Dissertation 
Format, 

Deliverables 

Present and 
Defend Proposal

RESEARCH 
PLANNING: 

Proposal 
Development

Document 
Findings

Document 
Findings

Evaluate and 
Interpret in 

terms of 
Evaluation 

Criteria

Design 
Survey. Make 

Conference 
Presentations

Gather Data, 
Process, 
Analyze, 
Interpret

Document 
Findings

Interpret 
Findings in 

terms of 
Research 
Problem

Document 
and Assemble 
Dissertation 

Chapters 

Validate Last 
Chapter in 

terms of 
Chapter 1

Review for 
Consistency, 

Completeness, 
Editorial Finish  

Present and 
Defend 

Dissertation

RESEARCH: 
Experiment

RESEARCH: 
Review 

Literature

Analyze Focal 
Theory

Analyze 
Background  

Theory

Synthesize 
Findings

Classify, 
Categorize, 

Establish 
Evaluation 

Criteria

Verify 
Conceptual 

Model in terms 
of Research 

Problem 

RESEARCH: 
Conceptualization 

of Solution

Conceptualize 
Solution

Design 
Demonstration of 
Concept (Survey 

Interviews, 
Conferences)

**  Adapted from Steenkamp & McCord (2006)  

The process model adopted for this research outlines the various activities, timelines, and ex-

pected deliverables at every stage of the research project.  Deliverables, for each major re-

search stage, are usually in the form of written reports.  The final deliverable is the presenta-

tion and defense of the dissertation. 
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APPENDIX B 

INFORMATION SECURITY MANAGEMENT PARTIAL META MODEL 

 

1..*

fulfills

influences

resides in

has

includes

1..*

identifies

is
 d
es
cr
ib
ed
 b
y

includes

is part of

results from

1.
.*

re
qu
ire
s

1..*

has

is p
art 
of

has

ha
s

su
pp
or
ts

Information

Security

Management

Goals &

Objectives

Information

Security

Management

System

Organization

Strategic

Planning

Information

Security

Management

Program

Information

Security

Framework

Information

Security

Management

Process

Methodology

Information

Security

Process

Improvement

Model

Information

Security

Standard

Security

Principle

Security

Framework

Description

Business

Strategy/Mission

 

The meta primitives of the partial meta model for information security management are de-

scribed as follows: 

1. Enterprise business strategy and mission are fundamental inputs to the process of deter-

mining information security management goals and objectives. 

2. The organization influences an information security management program within that or-

ganization.  An information security management program resides in the organization, and 

includes an information security management system. 

3. An information security management system is part of a security management program, 

and it fulfils information security management goals and objectives. 

4. Information security management system has one or more information security process 

improvement models, an information security framework, and an information security 

management process methodology. 

5. An information security framework results from strategic planning, requires one or more 

information security standards, and includes an information security process improvement 

model.  Information security framework is also described by a security framework descrip-

tion, and it identifies one or more security principles. 

6. An information security process improvement model is part of an information security 

management system, and has an information security management process methodology. 
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APPENDIX C 

INFORMATION SECURITY MANAGEMENT PROCESS MODEL 

Planning

Process 
Improvement

OperationsImplementation
Analysis and 

Design

Feedback

Feedback

Feedback

Feedback

Feedback

FeedbackFeedback Feedback

Feedback

 

The information security management process model is an iterative process.  Feedback from 

one phase can be transmitted to preceding phase or phases, as necessary.  This process itera-

tion ensures that the information security management process model is an ongoing system 

that does not end with completion of specific information security management projects.  The 

approach to managing information security should not be a point solution, i.e. it should be a 

continuum of activities, which provides ongoing maintenance and incremental improvements 

to the information security processes. 
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APPENDIX D 

INFORMATION SECURITY MANAGEMENT PROCESS METHODOLOGY – PHASE 
ELEMENTS 

PLANNING 
ANALYSIS and 

DESIGN 
IMPLEMENTATION OPERATIONS 

Business Systems Business Systems 

Analysis 

Business Systems Business Systems 

Operations 

Information Tech-

nology Strategic Plan 

Information Security 

Architecture 

Information Security 

Architecture 

Information Security 

Architecture 

Current Security En-

vironment 

Current Security En-

vironment 

Security Environment Security Operations 

Risk Management Risk Management Risk Management Risk Management 

Performance Man-

agement 

Performance Man-

agement 

Performance Man-

agement 

Performance Man-

agement 

Policy Development Policy Analysis Policy Policy Administration 

Human Factors Human Factors Human Factors Human Factors Man-

agement 

Technology Technology Technology Technology Man-

agement 

Security Education Security Education Security Education Security education 

Compliance Compliance Compliance Compliance Man-

agement 

Resource Manage-

ment 

Resource Manage-

ment 

Resource Manage-

ment 

Resource Manage-

ment 

Security Manage-

ment Capability 

Security Manage-

ment Capability 

Security Manage-

ment Capability 

Capability Maturity 

Management 

Security Plan Security Plan Security Plan Security Plan Ad-

ministration 

The element in each phase represents the step or stage in a particular phase where specific 

security management activity occurs.  A phase element is the “what” security management 

activity that needs to be done, and “where” in the organizational structure that the activity 

should be done.  Supporting method refers to the actual methodology of “how” things are 

done for the specific element.  Supporting method is the action that must be taken to support 

accomplishment of stated objectives of the element or stage of the phase.  Model is the tool to 

be used with each of the specified supporting method, towards achieving objectives of the 

element of the phase.  Output is the deliverable from the specified supporting method of the 

various phase elements of the security management process model. 
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APPENDIX E 

RESEARCH INTERVIEW DOCUMENT 

 

Survey Questions Groups 

A.  Security Management Program 

B. Security Governance 

C. Risk Management 

D. Security Policy 

E. Security Management System 

F. Infrastructure 

G. Technology 

H. Outcomes 

 

 

Interviewee’s Background Information 

 

Position Title: ______________________________________________________ 

Portfolio Responsibility: 

______  Security   ______  IT Planning 

  ______  IT Operations  ______  Other Business Unit 

Security Responsibility Level: 

______  Strategic   ______  Tactical 

______  Strategic/Tactical  ______  Tactical/Operational 

 

Organization’s Industry: __________________________________________ 

Major Products:  __________________________________________ 

    __________________________________________ 

Organization Size: 

 a). Employees:   __________________________________________ 

b). Yearly Revenue: __________________________________________ 

Date of Survey Interview: __________________________________________ 
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A.    Security Management Program 

 

1. Security and information security management has been evolving over the 

years in different forms and different industries.  How has this evolution influ-

enced your organization’s approach to information security management? 

 

2. Do you have a formal security management program in the organization?  If 

so, what are the components of such program? 

 

3. In planning any new security initiatives, what elements are taken into consid-

eration to ensure that stated security goals are achieved, and security objec-

tives are accomplished? 

 

4. To what extent does your existing technology and related infrastructure influ-

ence security initiatives in the organization? 

 

5. Is there a separate budget for security management?  If there is, what is the 

approximate percentage of the security budget to your budget (IT, organiza-

tion)? 

 

6. What approximate percentage of your security budget is planned in advance, 

at least six months before the money is spent? 

 

7. How is funding for security initiatives determined, and how is the allocation 

made? 

 

8. What is the level of executive support for information security management? 

 

9. How often does the Board, through a working committee, interact with secu-

rity professions, or is the interaction strictly through senior management? 

 

B.    Security Governance  

 

1. Some reference models and legislation dealing with corporate governance are 

CoBIT, COSO, Sarbanes-Oxley Act, HIPAA, IEEE Standards, etc.  How has any 

or all of these influenced security management initiatives in your organiza-

tion? 

2. How is organization security strategy, goals and objectives developed? 

 

3. What kinds of process (or processes) do you have for aligning tactical security 

issues to organization security strategy 

 

4. To what extent do current security threats and vulnerabilities influence the 

development of organization security strategy? 

 

5. How are security priorities determined? 

 

6. How would you describe your organization’s security management capability, 

using the capability maturity model (CMM) levels below? 

Level I: Initial (few stable processes) 

Level II: Repeatable (documented and stable processes) 
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Level II: Defined (integrated processes) 

Level IV: Managed (stabilized and understood processes) 

Level V: Optimized (continuous and systematic process improvements) 

 

7. How do you monitor statutory compliance, i.e. to HIPAA, Sarbanes-Oxley, 

Graham-Leach-Bliley Act, etc., and security policy/standards compliance both 

internally and externally with partners and suppliers? 

 

8. What role does corporate culture play in the management of information se-

curity in the organization? 

 

C.    Risk Management 

 

1. How do you proactively manage risk through a security management strat-

egy? 

 

2. To what extent is risk management integrated with the security management 

function in the organization? 

 

3. If and when you conduct security audits, what is the frequency and focus of 

such audits?  

 

4. In developing mitigation strategies for security risk management, what moti-

vators are used?  Motivators could include economic incentives/consequences, 

reward/punishment, technology control, employee security training and 

awareness, policy enforcement, etc. 

5. What processes do you have for identifying, measuring, and reporting secu-

rity risks in the organization? 

 

6. In identifying risk, how do you evaluate and prioritize security intelligence in-

formation? 

 

7. How has the organization integrated security and risk management capabili-

ties? 

 

D.    Security Policy 

 

1. Do you have a written security policy that can be referenced by employees in 

the organization? 

 

2. What are the major components of your security policy? 

 

3. How are new security policies developed? 

 

4. To what extent do relevant stakeholders participate in security management 

initiatives, at the strategic and tactical levels, e.g. in security policy develop-

ment and enforcement, developing and delivering user training and aware-

ness programs, etc? 

 

5. What is the process for increasing employee security awareness and respon-

sibility in the organization? 
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6. How do you manage and measure the impact of security-related incidents on 

the organization, e.g. security breaches? 

 

7. Security planning: 

a) How is your security plan developed? 

b) What are the major components of the security plan? 

 

8. To what extent is human behavior taken into account as an important factor 

in security policy development and enforcement? 

 

E.    Security Management System 

 

1. What formal process do you use to manage information security?  

 

2. How is the information security management function integrated into other 

enterprise business processes? 

 

3. How many individuals are dedicated to the function of security management? 

 

4. Of these personnel dedicated to security management, what is the focus of 

their official job description, i.e. strategic, tactical, and operational? 

 

5. Regarding dedicated security personnel, what is the focus of the actual job 

tasks and activities performed, i.e. strategic, tactical, or operational tasks? 

 

6. The organization uses various types of information from multiple sources, and 

provides information used as input to multiple actors and systems.  

a) How do you classify the different sources and uses of information? 

b) How do you manage the different classes of information once they 

are classified either by type, source, or use? 

 

7. How are employees made to become willing participants in taking security 

management responsibilities? 

 

8. What is the process for conducting background checks on individuals occupy-

ing critical positions in the organization? 

 

9. What do you see as constraints on security management in the organization? 

 

F.    Infrastructure 

 

1. In planning for disaster recovery, what is the process and method you use to 

develop a disaster recovery plan? 

 

2. What mechanisms exist to deal with security threats and vulnerabilities to the 

infrastructure, i.e. technology, physical, applications, data, etc? 

 

3. How do you identify infrastructure requirements necessary to bridge security 

gaps? 
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4. What administrative and technical controls are in place to ensure that infra-

structure is adequately maintained for continuous and secure business opera-

tions? 

  

5. How are unauthorized hardware, software, or unauthorized configuration 

changes in the infrastructure detected and removed? 

 

6. What is the process for determining compatibility of infrastructure assets, and 

their conformity to established security standards? 

 

G.    Technology 

 

1. Is using technology the only security management strategy used in the or-

ganization? 

 

2. If so, what is the focus of the technology security management activity? 

 

3. What are the most common security tools you use in managing security? 

 

4. To secure data, whether in storage or during transmission, what process or 

tools do you use to ensure data security and integrity? 

 

5. Have there been any recent security breaches in the last 12 months (no de-

tails)? 

 

6. Do you rely more on security-specific technology to manage security?  If so, 

what are the underlying reasons for using such strategy? 

 

7. What roles do IPsec protocol, network firewalls, and security audits play in 

the overall management of information security in the organization? 

 

8. What is the technology capability for detecting network intrusion and mali-

cious codes? 

 

H.    Outcomes 

 

1. In what ways are the deliverables of the security management function meet-

ing the stated security goals and objectives? 

 

2. What would be the characteristics of your desired; 

a. Security management environment? 

b. Security management program? 

c. Security management system? 

 

3. How would you describe your overall satisfaction level of the current security 

environment? 

 

4. What type of security process improvement model would you like to have that 

you do not have at present? 
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